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S U M M A R Y
We document and quantify effects of two types of catalogue uncertainties—earthquake location
errors and short-term incompleteness—on results of statistical cluster analyses of seismicity
in southern California. In the main part of the study we analyse 117 076 events with m ≥ 2 in
southern California during 1981–2013 from the waveform-relocated catalogue of Hauksson
et al. We present statistical evidence for three artefacts caused by the absolute and relative
location errors: (1) Increased distance between offspring and parents. (2) Underestimated
clustering, quantified by the number of offspring per event, the total number of clustered
events, and some other statistics. (3) Overestimated background rates. We also find that short-
term incompleteness leads to (4) Apparent magnitude dependence and temporal fluctuations of
b-values. The reported artefacts are robustly observed in three additional catalogues of southern
California: the relocated catalogue of Richards–Dinger & Shearer during 1975–1998, and the
two subcatalogues—1961–1981 and 1981–2013—of the Advances National Seismic System
catalogue. This implies that the reported artefacts are not specific to a particular (re)location
method. The comparative quality of the four examined catalogues is reflected in the magnitude
of the artefacts. The location errors in the examined catalogues mostly affect events with
m < 3.5, while for larger magnitudes the location error effects are negligible. This is explained
by comparing the location error and rupture lengths of events and their parents. Finally, our
analysis suggests that selected aggregated cluster statistics (e.g. proportion of singles) are less
prone to location artefacts than individual statistics (e.g. the distance to parent or parent–
offspring assignment). The results can inform a range of studies focused on small-magnitude
seismicity patterns in the presence of catalogue uncertainties.

Key words: Earthquake dynamics; Earthquake interaction, forecasting, and prediction; Sta-
tistical seismology.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Quantitative characterization of spatio-temporal earthquake cluster-
ing in relation to physical properties of the lithosphere and response
to different natural and anthropogenic loadings are fundamental
problems of seismology. During the past decade, novel statistical
approaches, improved background information, and high-quality
earthquake catalogues available for southern California and other
regions have facilitated a set of complementary studies addressing
such problems (e.g. Vidale et al. 2006; Vidale & Shearer 2006;
Enescu et al. 2009; Hauksson 2011; Holtkamp et al. 2011; Zali-
apin & Ben-Zion 2011; Chen et al. 2012; Shearer 2012; Brodsky &
Lajoie 2013; Ellsworth 2013; Gu et al. 2013; Hainzl 2013; Hainzl
et al. 2014; Moradpour et al. 2014). A notable trend in these works
is reduction of magnitude of examined events—sometimes below
the completeness threshold (e.g. Vidale & Shearer 2006; Chen &
Shearer 2013; Eaton et al. 2014). In part this is due to the fact

that some problems, like structure of and migration within seis-
mic bursts (Vidale & Shearer 2006; Chen et al. 2012) or behaviour
of induced seismicity (Brodsky & Lajoie 2013), can be only ad-
dressed using small-magnitude events. Another incentive to work
with small magnitudes comes from the observation that the struc-
ture of small-magnitude clusters differs from that of large events
(e.g. M > 6.5 in southern California) (Zaliapin & Ben-Zion 2013a).
Examining small magnitude events allows one to better sample the
spatio-temporal domains of interest, and hence address more com-
prehensive questions comparing to those answered by analysis of
clusters of the largest regional events. On the other hand, this in-
creases the exposure to various catalogue uncertainties and errors
that may bias the results.

Uncertainties of earthquake location, occurrence time and mag-
nitude are well documented (e.g. Kuge 1992; Röhm et al. 1999;
Storchak et al. 2000; Kagan 2003). These studies focus on modern
routine catalogues such as ISC (1995) or PDE (2015) and primarily
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examine the error margins in estimations of different earthquake
characteristics. Our study has a different goal. It focuses on ef-
fects of catalogue uncertainties on estimated earthquake clustering
and/or triggering in recently available relocated catalogues, which
provide much more precise information about the event locations
than the routine catalogues mentioned above. The earthquake clus-
tering/triggering is the main source of information about dynamics
of seismicity, hence understanding effects of catalogue errors is
important for further improving both seismicity models and earth-
quake catalogues. In this study we consider two types of catalogue
uncertainties: event location errors and short-term incompleteness
(insufficient registration of smaller events immediately after a larger
one).

To estimate earthquake cluster properties, we use the approach
of Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013a,b), which is based on earlier works
of Baiesi & Paczuski (2004) and Zaliapin et al. (2008). The method
uses generalized distances between pairs of earthquakes that com-
bine information on location, time and magnitudes (see Section 3);
the partition of events into background and clustered populations is
facilitated by bimodal distribution of nearest-neighbour distances
that is observed in real data, as well as the Epidemic Type Aftershock
Sequence (ETAS) and other cluster models.

Our recent application of this approach to the relocated catalogue
of Hauksson et al. (2012) in southern California during 1981–2011
led to (i) uniform (using the same parameters and rules) and ro-
bust identification of thousands of earthquake clusters, including
those of small-to-medium magnitude events, in different seismic
environments, (ii) classification of statistically significant earth-
quake clusters into three main types—singles, burst-like clusters
and swarm-like clusters, (iii) relating cluster characteristics to ob-
served spatial distribution of heat flow (that controls the effective
viscosity of the crust) and (iv) documenting some robust properties
of observed seismicity not simulated by the ETAS model (Zaliapin
& Ben-Zion 2013a,b). However, extending these results to other
seismically active areas and lower magnitude ranges, as well as using
them in studies of induced seismicity and evolutionary earthquake
patterns, is impeded by the inferior quality of typical data. Most
available catalogues are based on non-uniform recordings/analyses
that lead to non-uniform (in space, time and magnitude) location
errors, varying magnitude of completeness, and other problems.
These non-uniformities may (and do) produce artificial patterns in
the identification and classification of earthquake clusters, as well
as analysis of b-values and other properties of seismicity.

In this paper we document and quantify some of the effects
of catalogue errors on inferred cluster properties, including strik-
ing seismic patterns that emerge as artefacts of those errors. The
artefacts include (i) statistically inflated distance-to-parent, (ii) un-
derestimated offspring productivity, (iii) overestimated background
rate, (iv) fluctuations of b-values, and some related effects like (v)
fluctuations in the proportion of singles, (vi) apparent magnitude
dependence and (vii) deflated rate of spatial decay of offspring,
etc. The reported effects involve the basic element of clustering—
parent–offspring pairs (as opposed to more general clusters that
may include offspring of offspring). While our analyses use the
nearest-neighbour technique of Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013a), the
described artefacts are expected to also affect alternative clustering
techniques. This is because most artefacts (except b-value changes)
are caused by relatively high ratio of location errors to rupture
lengths observed for small events and their parents, which contam-
inates parent–offspring identification (Section 5).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the used
data and Section 3 provides a review of the earthquake clustering

method. Section 4 analyses the distribution of the catalogue loca-
tion errors and discusses their principal spatial controls. The main
artefacts of catalogue uncertainties and short-term incompleteness
in the relocated catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013) are presented
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 extends the analyses to
three alternative catalogues of different quality for southern Cali-
fornia, which confirm our main findings. The results are discussed
in Section 8.

2 DATA

The analyses utilize the following three earthquake catalogues for
southern California.

2.1 Catalogue of Hauksson, Yang and Shearer
(1981–2013)

The principal data source is the waveform-relocated Southern Cali-
fornia earthquake catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013) during 1981–
2013 (referred to as HYS), available via the SCEC data centre.
The methodology of catalogue construction is described in Hauks-
son et al. (2012). Essentially, the catalogue generation consists of
three steps. (1) Initial application of HYPOINVERSE (Klein 2002)
with a 1-D model. (2) SIMULPS relocation (Thurber 1983, 1993;
Eberhart-Phillips 1990) with a 3-D velocity model of Hauksson
(2000). At this step, events are relocated one year at a time, and the
model is allowed to vary slightly. Events need 5 or more arrivals
within a certain distance to qualify. (3) GrowClust relocation (Ma-
toza et al. 2013) to improve locations of events within clusters using
the differential travel times from the waveform cross-correlations.
This refines only clustered events that meet certain criteria.

The final HYS catalogue has 551 455 events; it lists the SCSN
preferred magnitudes in the range m ∈ [−0.6, 7.3] with 0.01 preci-
sion. The magnitude distribution is shown in Fig. 2. The b-value of
events with m > 3 is estimated as 1.01 ± 0.02 (with error margins
corresponding to 95 per cent confidence interval) according to the
method of Tinti & Mulargia (1987). The b-value for events with
m > 2 is 0.95 ± 0.005. This suggests that the catalogue complete-
ness magnitude is somewhere between 2 and 3, which may differ
from region to region depending on the quality of seismic network.

The catalogue events are combined into similar event clusters
based on waveform cross-correlation analysis (Hauksson et al.
2012). There are 3577 similar event clusters with size ranging from
5 to 2745. The similar event clusters combine a total of 408 065
events (74 per cent) and 143 390 earthquakes (26 per cent) do not
belong to such clusters. Each event is assigned absolute horizontal
and vertical ‘standard location errors’ corresponding to the standard
deviation of a Normal isotropic distribution of the location uncer-
tainty. Events in clusters are also assigned corresponding relative
errors with respect to other events in the cluster. The catalogue also
reports the number of differential times and the number of P and
S picks used to locate events; these characteristics are used in our
analysis. We examine 117 076 events with m ≥ 2 (Fig. 1). There are
1887 similar event clusters that contain 77 110 (66 per cent) of the
events.

2.2 Catalogue of Richards-Dinger and Shearer
(1975–1998)

The catalogue of Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000) uses an alterna-
tive approach to event relocation. The catalogue construction starts
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Figure 1. Seismicity of southern California. Epicentres of earthquakes with m ≥ 2 during 1981–2013 according to the catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013)
are shown by red circles. The circle size is proportional to earthquake magnitude. Background colours correspond to topography. Grey lines depict the major
faults.

Figure 2. Magnitude distribution in southern California during 1981–2013
according to the earthquake catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013).

with a 1D velocity model and employs station correction terms to
account for 3-D velocity structure effects. The catalogue spans the
period from 1975 January 01 to 1998 March 18 and covers the south-
ern California region with latitudes between N32.57 and N36.59
and longitudes between W121.3 and W115.23. It includes 58 283
events with magnitudes m ≥ 2; the magnitude reporting precision
is 0.1. The magnitude distribution has fairly linear tail (on semi-
logarithmic scale) suggesting that there are no serious problems
with completeness (although the completeness magnitude might be

above 2.0 in some spatio-temporal areas). The catalogue reports ab-
solute horizontal location errors in both south–north and west–east
directions. We use the maximum of these values as a scalar measure
of horizontal location uncertainty.

2.3 Catalogue by Advanced National Seismic System
(1961–2013)

The ANSS catalogue (ANSS 2015) for southern California uses
events provided by the Southern California Seismic Network
(SCSN). This catalogue does not apply relocation and is determined
using a 1-D velocity model with station corrections; the methodol-
ogy has varied slightly through the years (Hutton et al. 2010). We
use two sub-catalogues of the ANSS catalogue that cover the time
intervals of 1961–1981 and 1981–2013, referred to as ANSS-1, and
ANSS-2, respectively. The later interval is chosen to coincide with
the time coverage of the HYS catalogue. The earlier interval is cho-
sen as a catalogue of comparable duration but with provably lower
location quality than that of HYS.

The ANSS-1 catalogue lists 32 585 events with magnitude m ≥ 2;
the magnitudes are reported with 0.01 precision. The catalogue has
obviously larger completeness magnitude than the others considered
in this study. The overall completeness magnitude is above 4.0,
as can be judged from the shape of the magnitude distribution
tail (not shown). The ANSS-2 catalogue has 138 426 events with
magnitude m ≥ 2; the magnitudes are reported with 0.01 precision.
The completeness magnitude is somewhere between 2 and 3, as can
be judged from the shape of the magnitude–frequency distribution
(not shown).
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Figure 3. The bimodal distribution of earthquake nearest-neighbour distance. (a) The joint density of the rescaled components (log10 T, log10 R) of the
earthquake nearest-neighbour distance. The lowest 5 per cent of the density values are made transparent to better depict the distribution’s support. (b) Density
of the nearest-neighbour distance log10 η. The analysis is done for earthquakes of m ≥ 2 in Southern California during 1981–2013 from the relocated catalogue
of Hauksson et al. (2013). The black line T × R = 10−5 in panel (a) visually depicts the separation between two seismic modes. The mode in the upper right
part is expected in a Poisson process; it is referred to as the background mode. The mode in the left bottom part corresponds to events that occur closer to their
parents than expected in a Poisson process; it is referred to as the clustered mode.

3 E A RT H Q UA K E C LU S T E R I N G
M E T H O D

This section reviews the clustering method and key results of Za-
liapin and Ben-Zion (2013a,b) used in this study to identify and
analyse parent–offspring pairs of earthquakes.

3.1 Offspring and parent identification

The main tool of the offspring–parent identification is a particular
earthquake distance in time–space–magnitude coordinates intro-
duced by Baiesi & Paczuski (2004).

3.1.1 Earthquake distance

Each event i in an earthquake catalogue is characterized by its
occurrence time ti, hypocentre (φi, λi, di) and magnitude mi. The
distance between earthquakes i and j is asymmetric in time and is
defined as (Baiesi & Paczuski 2004):

ηi j =
{

ti j (ri j )d 10−bmi , ti j > 0;

∞, ti j ≤ 0.
(1)

Here tij = tj − ti is the intercurrence time, rij ≥ 0 is the spatial
distance between the hypocentres, and d is the (possibly fractal)
dimension of the hypocentres.

3.1.2 Nearest-neighbour analysis

For each earthquake j, we find its nearest-neighbour i and the corre-
sponding nearest-neighbour distance ηij. The nearest neighbour of
an earthquake is called the parent. Each event has a single parent
and can be the parent of multiple events that are referred to as its
offspring.

Consider the space and time distances between the pairs of nearest
neighbours normalized by the magnitude of the parent:

Ti j = ti j 10−qbmi ; Ri j = (ri j )
d 10−pbmi ; q + p = 1. (2)

We refer to T and R as rescaled time and rescaled distance to par-
ent, respectively. It is readily seen that log ηi j = log Ti j + log Ri j .
Zaliapin et al. (2008) and Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013a) demon-
strated that a time-stationary space-inhomogeneous Poisson distri-
bution of events with Gutenberg–Richter magnitudes corresponds
to a unimodal distribution of (log T, log R) that is concentrated along
a line log T + log R = const. Notably, observed catalogues show a
bimodal joint distribution of (log T, log R). One mode corresponds
to background events (similar to events in a Poisson process), while
the other consists of a large subpopulation of events located con-
siderably closer in time and space to their parents than expected in
a Poisson process—we refer to them as clustered events. The distri-
bution of the nearest-neighbour earthquake distance η, and the joint
distribution of space and time components of the nearest-neighbour
earthquake distance in southern California are shown in Fig. 3.

3.1.3 Parameters

We perform all analyses working with event epicentres and using
b = 1, d = 1.6 and p = 0.5. Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013a) have shown
that the cluster analysis is stable with respect to these parameters. In
particular, none of the qualitative findings of this study will change
if any of the parameters will fluctuate within reasonable limits.

3.1.4 Close offspring, parents

Each parent–offspring pair is assigned the corresponding nearest-
neighbour distance η. We will pay particular attention to close off-
spring and parents separated by earthquake distances η < η0 = 10−5.
The threshold value η0 = 10−5 is suggested by the bimodal distri-
bution observed in Fig. 3. Events with no close parent and offspring
are called singles, while events with close parent and at least one
close offspring are called internal cluster events.
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Figure 4. Distribution of location errors for earthquakes with m ≥ 2 in southern California during 1981–2013 according to the catalogue of Hauksson et al.
(2013). (a) Absolute horizontal error. (b) Relative horizontal error. The axes are chosen to show only 99 per cent of the smallest errors. The largest 1 per cent
corresponds to a very rapid decay of the distribution’s tail. The y-axis shows the survival function S(x) = Prob(Error > x).

4 C ATA L O G O F H AU K S S O N E T A L .
( 2 0 1 3 ) : L O C AT I O N E R RO R S

4.1 Distribution of error values

The distribution of absolute and relative horizontal errors for earth-
quakes with m ≥ 2 in the Southern California HYS catalogue during
1981–2013 is shown in Fig. 4. The absolute errors take values from
0.1 to 99 km; they are reported with 100 m resolution. No absolute
error is reported for 2218 events (1.8 per cent); 102 605 events (90
per cent of events with reported error) have absolute errors below
3 km; 24 events have zero error reported. The relative errors take
values from 1 m to 1.5 km; they are reported with 1 m resolution.
No relative error is reported for 43 186 events (37 per cent), which
includes 3220 events within similar event clusters; 66 784 (90 per
cent of events with reported relative errors) have relative error be-
low 40 m; 817 events have zero relative error reported (all from
similar event clusters). We note that the reported relative errors

are significantly smaller than the rupture lengths of the respective
events. These values should be interpreted as a convenient measure
of relative location quality rather than actual errors (E. Hauksson,
personal communication, 2014). For instance, 1 m errors signify the
best relative location with respect to similar events, 2 m is the next
level of location quality, etc.

Fig. 5(a) shows the joint distribution of absolute and relative
horizontal errors, including non-reported values; the largest error
values are binned for visual convenience. The distribution does not
exhibit any notable dependencies for absolute errors below 10 km
and relative errors below 100 m, except the observation that events
with high absolute error and low relative error seem to be less prob-
able. Fig. 5(b) shows the joint distribution of absolute horizontal and
vertical errors, which exhibit prominent positive nonlinear associ-
ation. Comparing Figs 5(a) and (b) we conclude that the absolute
and relative errors exhibit much weaker dependence than horizontal
and vertical errors. Similarly, a weak dependence is seen between

Figure 5. Joint distribution of the location errors in southern California catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013) during 1981–2013. (a) Absolute and relative
horizontal errors. (b) Absolute horizontal and vertical errors. The higher error values are binned for visual convenience. The colour bar corresponds to
logarithmic (base 10) count of events.
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Figure 6. Absolute (solid blue) and relative (dashed green) location error as a function of event magnitude. (a) Horizontal error; (b) Vertical error. The figure
shows the mean (lines/dots) and 95 per cent confidence intervals for the mean (error bars).

absolute and relative vertical errors, and much stronger dependence
between relative horizontal and vertical errors (not shown). The
weak dependence between absolute and relative errors is related to
the different methods of absolute and relative error estimation (e.g.
Richards-Dinger & Shearer 2000; Hauksson et al. 2012; Matoza
et al. 2013).

Another reflection of different estimation methods for absolute
and relative errors is seen in magnitude dependence of location
errors. As seen in Fig. 6, both horizontal and vertical absolute errors
are only weakly dependent on magnitude. However, the relative
errors exhibit significant (over two orders of magnitude) increase
as event magnitude changes from 2 to 6.5. This may be related to
the fact that the larger is the event magnitude; the worse is the point
approximation of the source.

4.2 Spatial controls of location errors

The values of location errors exhibit strong geographical depen-
dence, as illustrated in Fig. 7 for the absolute and relative horizontal
errors. The location errors significantly decrease in central southern
California with respect to the peripheral areas. The observed varia-

tions are closely related to the quality of the seismic network, which
also exhibit significant spatial variations. This is illustrated in Fig. 8
that shows the spatial distribution of three catalogue characteristics
that can be used as a proxy to the network quality: number of P
and S picks used to locate the event (panel a), number of differen-
tial times (panel b) and number of similar events (panel c). Among
the three examined statistics, the number of picks exhibits the best
spatial correlation with the event location error. At the same time,
the spatial distribution for the number of picks is different from that
for the number of differential times and number of similar events.
The latter two statistics are very similar to each other and, not unex-
pectedly, have prominently increased values in the most seismically
active fault zones: Ventura, San Bernardino, San Gabriel, San Jac-
into, Salton Sea and Coso.

5 A RT E FA C T S O F L O C AT I O N E R RO R S

5.1 Artefact 1: inflated distance-to-parent

The most direct and easily detected effect of location errors is
statistical increase of the spatial separation between offspring and

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of absolute (panels a) and relative (panel b) horizontal error (on log10 scale) in southern California according to the catalogue
of Hauksson et al. (2013). The analysis uses all events with m ≥ 2 and a valid reported error value. Black lines show the major faults. The figure shows the
average values of error, estimated within a circle of radius 20 km; the results are reported for circles that contain 5 or more events with a reported error value.
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of various catalogue statistics in southern California, 1981–2013, m ≥ 2, according to the catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013).
(a) Number of P and S picks, (b) Number of differential times, (c) Number of similar events. The figure shows the average values of selected statistics per
event, estimated within a circle of radius 20 km; the results are reported for circles that contain 5 or more events with a reported value of the examined statistic.

Figure 9. Artefact 1—inflated distance-to-parent. The joint density of the rescaled time (T) and distance (R) to parent as defined in eq. (2). (a) Small absolute
horizontal location error (100 m). (b) Large absolute horizontal location error (>1 km). (c) Small relative horizontal location error (1 m). (d) Large relative
horizontal location error (>100 m). The estimated distance-to-parent (vertical axis) and proportion of background events (points above the black line) increase
with location error. Black line shows the threshold T × R = 10−5 used to separate background and clustered events.

parents. This effect is seen in Fig. 9, which compares the joint
distribution of the rescaled time T and distance R of eq. (2) for
events with small versus large values of the absolute horizontal
location error (panels a, b), and small vs. large relative horizon-

tal error (panels c, d). The estimated distance-to-parent R signif-
icantly increases with the values of the horizontal error—this is
reflected in higher location of the (T, R) distribution for large-error
events (panels b, d) along the vertical axis, compared to that of the
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Figure 10. Artefact 1—inflated distance-to-parent. Distribution of the distance to parent for small (solid blue line) and large (green dashed line) location errors
for both event and its parent. (a) Absolute horizontal errors. (b) Relative horizontal errors. The y-axis shows the survival function S(r) = Prob(Distance > r).

low-error events (panel a, c). The typical rescaled distance-to-parent
R increases more than an order of magnitude (from 10−3 to 10−1.5)
when the absolute error increases from 100 m to over 1 km, or when
the relative error increases from 1 m to over 100 m.

Analysis of the absolute (non-rescaled) distance r to parent with
relation to location error is illustrated in Fig. 10. Here we compare
the distribution of r for the pairs parent–offspring with small (solid
blue) and large (dashed green) absolute (panel a) and relative (panel
b) errors. In both analyses there is a shift of the distribution to larger
distances as location error increases (from solid blue to dashed
green). The size of this effect, measured here by the difference
of medians in the small-error and large-error distributions, is an
order of magnitude in absolute error analysis (300–3000 m) and
two orders of magnitude in relative error analysis (100–10 000 m).

We notice that the results of Fig. 10(b) are affected by relation
between the event magnitude and relative location error that was
illustrated in Fig. 6. Namely, the larger relative location errors are
statistically associated with larger magnitude events. The larger
magnitude parents, in turn, are associated with larger distance to
offspring due to their larger rupture size, as follows from eq. (1).
This leads to a larger proportion of larger distances for large-error
parents, and larger proportion of smaller distances for small-error
parents. Accordingly, the difference between the two distributions in
Fig. 10(b) is due to two related effects: the size of relative location
errors and increased distance-to-parent for offspring that have a
large-magnitude parent. The combination of these two effects makes
the difference between the examined distributions much larger than
that for the absolute errors in Fig. 10(a) that are not affected by the
magnitude dependence.

The described effects might be somewhat affected by varying
magnitude of catalogue completeness, as larger number of small
events would lead to increase of small offspring–parent distances.
However, distance-to-parent analysis repeated for events above
m = 3 (not shown) leads to same qualitative conclusions. Hence, we
conclude that the main driver for inflated distance to parent is impre-
cise event location. This may result from two alternative scenarios.
First, a mislocated event is not able to detect the parent that would be
identified in the (hypothetical) catalogue with no errors, and instead
finds an alternative parent that is most probably located at a larger
distance. Second, a mislocated event finds the same parent as in the
catalogue with no errors, but the location errors place it farther away

from the parent. Our analysis below (Section 5.2) suggests that both
scenarios play an important role in parent identification.

The artificial increase of the distance-to-parent can lead to a
cascade of related artefacts in estimated spatial properties of off-
spring/aftershock/foreshocks. For example, the rates of spatial decay
of offspring are expected to decrease with increasing location error,
since a larger proportion of offspring are artificially placed farther
away from their parents in increased-error areas. A similar effect
might be observed in studying spatial foreshock distribution.

The discussed effects do not seem to be intrinsically connected to
our particular mechanism of parent identification. Similar artefacts
of error locations should exist in results of other cluster approaches.

5.2 Artefact 2: underestimated offspring productivity

This section explores in greater detail the situation when a mis-
located event is not able to identify the (mislocated) parent that
would have been identified in a catalogue with no errors. This is
one of the scenarios considered in Section 5.1 that leads to inflated
distance-to-parent.

Recall that we define close events as those separated by the com-
bined (rescaled space-time) distance η < 10−5, with the thresh-
old value suggested by the bimodal distance distribution of Fig. 3.
Fig. 11 shows the proportion of events with close offspring (panel
a) and those with close parent (panel b) as a function of absolute
horizontal location error. Different colours correspond to different
magnitude groups indicated in the legend. All the examined pro-
portions significantly decrease as the error increases. In addition,
the overall value of the proportion of events with close offspring
(panel a) increases with magnitude, which is expected due to the
increased offspring productivity. Within each magnitude group in
Fig. 11(a), the proportion drops by about 50 per cent as the error
increases from 0.1 km to over 10 km. The observed proportion
drop is not uniform—the largest decrease is observed at the highest
values of the absolute horizontal error (right part of the plot). The
proportion of events with close parents might only weakly depend
on magnitude—the three curves in Fig. 11(b) are largely overlap-
ping. The proportion decreases from about 0.8 to 0.3–0.4 when the
error increases from 0.1 km to over 10 km. Again, the most rapid
drop is observed for the largest errors (over 1 km). The results in
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Figure 11. Artefact 2—underestimated offspring productivity. Both the proportion of events with close offspring (panel a) and proportion of events with close
parents (panel b) decrease with increasing absolute horizontal errors.

Fig. 11 indicate that location errors corrupt parent–offspring iden-
tification leading to underestimation of the offspring productivity
and, accordingly, to underestimation of the total number of clustered
events.

Similar conclusions can be made by analysing the proportion of
singles and internal cluster events as a function of location error
(Fig. 12). The proportion of singles in the entire catalogue signifi-
cantly increases, while the proportion of internal events decreases,
with increasing value of either absolute (panel a) or relative (panel b)
horizontal error. This effect also holds within individual regions, as
shown in panels (c), (d) for the Salton Sea and San Jacinto regions,
respectively. The effect is strong and clearly seen despite signifi-
cantly different average proportions of singles and internal events
in the examined regions—The Salton Sea area has higher propor-
tion of internal cluster events (average of 0.3) and lower proportion
of singles (average of 0.2) with respect to San Jacinto region having
average proportion of internal events of 0.1 and average proportion
of singles of 0.4. This difference of average proportions is likely
related to the different levels of heat flow and, more generally, effec-
tive viscosity of the two regions, as discussed and further illustrated
in Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013b).

Fig. 13 presents yet further evidence of offspring productivity
deflation by location errors, by showing the average number of
offspring per event as a function of relative horizontal error, for
events within different magnitude ranges. The average number of
offspring steadily decreases as the error increases; the overall drop
in the offspring productivity is above 70 per cent as error increases
from 1 m to over 100 m. To summarize, the complementary evi-
dence presented in Figs 11–13 suggests that the reported decrease
in offspring productivity is primarily due to location errors.

To better understand this effect, we compare the location errors
with the rupture lengths of events and their parents. For crack-like
events with circular areas, the rupture length can be estimated as
(Ben-Zion 2008):

Lm = 0.0152 × 100.42m .

This approximation works well for events with m < 5.5 and
somewhat underestimates the rupture lengths of larger events (cf.
Fig. 6 of Ben-Zion 2008). Fig. 14(a) shows the logarithm of the
ratios of absolute and relative horizontal location errors to the es-

timated rupture length Lm for events of different magnitudes m.
The average ratio for the absolute error (solid blue) is above unity
for m < 3.5, which implies that the location error exceeds the
rupture length for many such events. Naturally, such large errors
might significantly contaminate identification of close neighbours
and associated cluster analysis. The relative errors (dashed green)
are typically an order of magnitude smaller than the event’s rupture
length. However, since the scale of the relative errors is somewhat
arbitrary (E. Hauksson, personal communication) we refrain from
discussing physical meaning of these ratios.

In the cluster analysis used in this study (Section 3), the parent
assignment is influenced by the magnitude (and hence rupture area)
of the parent, but is independent of the magnitude (and hence rupture
area) of a potential offspring as dictated by the definition of the
earthquake distance in eq. (1). Fig. 14(b) shows the logarithm of the
ratio of horizontal location errors for events of magnitude 2 ≤ m ≤
5.5 to the estimated rupture length of their parents. The events with
m > 5.5 are not examined as they produce very large error bars due
to their small number in each magnitude group. For the absolute
errors (solid blue), the ratio stays in the relatively narrow range of

10[−0.1,−0.6] ≈ [0.25 0.79],

indicating that the event’s location error is typically comparable
to the half-rupture-length (ratio 0.5) of its estimated parent. This
ratio is rather high, confirming that parent identification for many
events might be corrupted. Fig. 14(c) shows the logarithm of the
ratio of the horizontal location errors to the estimated parent rupture
length for different parent magnitudes m. The ratio decreases with
parent magnitude in exponential fashion with index of about −0.5.
The ratio for absolute errors (solid blue) is above unity for parent
magnitudes m < 3.5. This suggests that events with m < 3.5 might
lose large number of offspring due to absolute location errors.

To summarize, the results in Fig. 14 suggest that it is very proba-
ble for many events to be mislocated by distance that is sufficiently
large to prevent correct identification of the parent. The size of this
effect increases with location error and decreases with the magni-
tude of event (Fig. 14a) and the event’s parent (Fig. 14c). In par-
ticular, the analysis suggests that offspring misidentification should
be negligible for parents with m > 6, as for these events the average
ratio of offspring absolute location error to parent rupture length
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Figure 12. Artefacts 2 and 3—underestimated offspring productivity and overestimated background rate. Proportion of singles—events with no close parent–
offspring (solid blue) and internal cluster events—events with close parent and offspring (dashed green) as a function of absolute (panel a) and relative (panel
b) horizontal error in entire southern California, as well as the same proportion vs. relative errors in individual regions: Salton Sea (panel c) and San Jacinto
(panel d). Points and lines refer to the mean values within each error group; error-bars show 95 per cent confidence intervals for the means.

Figure 13. Artefact 2—underestimated offspring productivity. Average
number of close offspring per event decreases with the relative horizon-
tal error. Different lines correspond to different range of parent magnitudes,
as described in the legend. Points and lines refer to the mean values within
each error group; error-bars show 95 per cent confidence intervals for the
means.

is below 0.1. Accordingly, typical studies associated with relatively
large main shocks have a very small proportion of offspring lost.

It is also interesting to examine how often a parent–offspring pair
belongs to the same cluster of similar events in the HYS catalogue.
There are 77 110 (65.8 per cent) such events; off those, 37 703
(49 per cent) have parents from the same cluster of similar events
and 39 407 (51 per cent) have parents outside of their similar event
cluster. Hence, of all 117 076 events with m ≥ 2, there are 37 703 (32
per cent) with parents from the same similar event cluster and 79 373
(68 per cent) with parents outside of similar event cluster. Since
the majority of parent assignments happen outside of offspring’s
similar event cluster, one should expect the cluster results to be
contaminated by the absolute location errors, as we illustrate above
in Figs 13–15.

5.3 Artefact 3: overestimated background rate

An overestimation of the background rate originates when a clus-
tered event with close parent is misidentified as a background event
(event with a distant parent). This is complementary to the under-
estimation of offspring productivity examined the previous section.
The analysis of Fig. 11(b) suggests that numerous clustered events
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Figure 14. Ratio of the horizontal location error to the estimated rupture length of event (panel a) and event’s parent (panels b, c) as a function of the magnitude
of event (panels a, b) and magnitude of event’s parent (panel c). The figure shows the mean (lines) and the 95 per cent confidence intervals for the mean (error
bars) in each group. The axis is cut at m = 5.5 in panels (a, b): The larger magnitudes correspond to very large error bars due to small number of events.

Figure 15. Artefact 4—short-term incompleteness: The b-value decreases in the temporal vicinity of the parent. (a) The tail of the magnitude distribution
(survival function) for events that happen within 1 d (blue) and after 10 d (red) after the parent. (b) The tail of the magnitude distribution (survival function)
for events with the rescaled time T to parent being T < 10−6 (blue) or T > 10−6 (red).

are misidentified as background events due to location errors. This
is further supported by Figs 9 and 12. In Fig. 9 we see an increased
proportion of background events (those above the diagonal line) in
the population of earthquakes with large location errors (panels b,
d). Furthermore, Fig. 12 exhibits at least three-fold increase in the
proportion of singles (from about 0.1–0.2 to 0.3–0.6 in different
panels) as absolute location errors increase. The effect seems to be
even stronger when relative error is considered (Fig. 12b). As men-
tioned, this increase seems to be mainly caused by location errors
rather than other effects like regional differences in completeness
magnitude, etc. We notice also that some background events may
be misclassified as clustered ones as the results of location errors,
although the magnitude of this effect seems negligible.

6 A RT E FA C T S O F S H O RT - T E R M
I N C O M P L E T E N E S S

6.1 Artefact 4: change of b-value

It is well known that many small events are not registered after a large
one (e.g. Utsu et al. 1995; Wiemer & Katsumata 1999; Narteau et al.
2002; Kagan 2004; Lolli & Gasperini 2006; Helmstetter et al. 2007;
Peng et al. 2007). This leads to apparent spatio-temporal changes
of b-values in time and space after major events. To illustrate this
effect in the southern California HYS catalogue, we compare in

Fig. 15(a) the magnitude distributions of events with different time
delay from their parents: t < 1 d (blue) versus t > 10 d (red). The
temporally close offspring (t < 1 d) have visibly lower b-value,
which reflects the lack of small-magnitude events, or short-term
incompleteness. Fig. 15b reports on similar analysis that compares
the magnitude distributions of events with different rescaled time
to parent defined in eq. (2): T < 10−6 (blue) versus T > 10−6 (red).
Again, the close offspring have visibly lower b-value. We note that in
both panels the difference in b-values is consistently reflected in the
maximal magnitude of respective subpopulation: The largest event
in both cases belongs to the group with shorter distance to parent.
Table 1 confirms this visual impression by more rigorous statistical
comparison: It shows the estimated b-values and the respective 95
per cent confidence intervals for different selections of times (and
rescaled times) to parent for all events (lines 1, 2) and only for the
offspring of parents with magnitude 4 ≤ m ≤ 6 (lines 3, 4). The
estimations and confidence interval computations are done using
the method of Tinti & Mulargia (1987) that takes into account
magnitude discretization (0.01 in the examined catalogue). All the
estimations are done here for events with m ≥ 3. The results indicate
that the b-value drops for over 0.1 in the temporal vicinity of a parent,
reflecting short-term catalogue incompleteness. This value change
is highly significant, as evidenced by non-overlapping 95 per cent
confidence intervals of the respective b-value estimates.

The examined difference between the close and distant magnitude
distributions is more prominent for analysis based on rescaled times
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Table 1. Estimating b-value for events with different time to parent in the catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013)
(estimator of Tinti & Mulargia (1987); only events with m ≥ 3 are considered).

Time to parent Rescaled time to parent
t < 1 d t > 10 d T < 10−6 T > 10−6

All events b 0.97 1.07 0.89 1.08
95 per cent CI 0.95–0.99 1.03–1.10 0.86–0.92 1.05–1.10

Parents with magnitude 4 ≤ m ≤ 6 b 0.86 1.02 0.78 1.02
95 per cent CI 0.82–0.91 0.96–1.07 0.73–0.84 0.98–1.06

Figure 16. Artefact 4—short-term incompleteness: The average magnitude (a reciprocal proxy for the b-value) decreases with time after the parent. (a)
Offspring of parents with m ≥ 4. (b) Offspring of parents with m < 4. The blue line and dots refer to the average within each group, the errorbars correspond
to a 95 per cent confidence interval. Dashed black line in each panel shows the theoretical average magnitude of 2 + log10(e) ≈ 2.43 that assumes b = 1 and
mc = 2.

(Fig. 15b), as expressed in the following two complementary obser-
vations. First, the b-values are significantly lower for the close events
defined by T < 10−6 than for the close events defined by t < 1 d; yet
the b-values for the distant events defined under the two approaches
are statistically the same (see Table 1). Second, there exists a visible
bend in the frequency–magnitude distribution of close events de-
fined via rescaled times (Fig. 15b, blue line) at magnitudes below 3,
which indicates reduced number of small-magnitude events. Both
observations indicate that the rescaled time approach better iden-
tifies time intervals affected by short-term incompleteness. This is
because in the rescaled approach the interval of potential short-term
incompleteness is scaled by the event magnitude, making it longer
for large events and shorter for small events.

Fig. 16 further illustrates the short-term incompleteness effect
by tracing how the average offspring magnitude decreases with the
time-to-parent. The inverse of the average magnitude is a proxy to
the b-value (e.g. Aki 1965; Eneva & Ben-Zion 1997), so decreasing
average magnitude corresponds to increasing b-value. Fig. 16(a)
refers to offspring of parents with magnitude m > 4. The most
notable decrease in the average magnitude (increase of b-value) is
within 10 d after the parent, after which the examined statistic seems
to be at a steady state. Interestingly, a similar incompleteness effect
is also seen for small magnitude parents, 2 < m < 4, as illustrated
in Fig. 16(b). The significant decrease of the average magnitude
seems to have the same duration (tens of days), although the value
drop is much smaller in this case. Similar results are observed for
median magnitude (not shown). The results in Figs 15 and 16 are
similar to those reported by Hainzl (2013) who used the relocated
catalogue of southern California by Lin et al. (2007) and examined
aftershock sequences of main shocks with magnitudes between 2.5
and 5.5 following the space–time window identification of Shearer
(2012).

The short-term incompleteness may explain apparent b-value
changes for background vs. clustered events reported recently by
Gu et al. (2013). Namely, the background events by definition have
distant parents (η > 10−5) which implies larger time-to-parent. On
the other hand, clustered events have close parents (η < 10−5)
which implies shorter time-to-parent. Accordingly, the magnitude
distribution analysis of Figs 15, 16 and Table 1 explains the b-value
changes between background and clustered events.

We notice that in the HYS catalogue there are 62 per cent of clus-
tered events, and 59 per cent of the events occurred within 10 d from
their parent. Comparable figures are reported in the other catalogues.
Our analyses (Figs 15, 16 and Table 1) suggest that such events are
mostly affected by the short-term incompleteness. Accordingly, a
range of regional b-value studies might be substantially biased by
the short-term incompleteness, even if the analysis is performed for
magnitudes exceeding the regional completeness threshold. Indeed,
Fig. 16 indicates that the short-term incompleteness affects parents
of all magnitudes (not only the largest ones) and hence the artefact
of inflated b-value is distributed in space and not confined to the
vicinity of the largest main shocks. The overlapping short-term in-
completeness regions of events of different magnitudes might create
quite complex space-time patterns and result in apparent increase
or decrease of the estimated b-value, which in turn may prompt
inappropriate physical interpretations.

We note that a deflated b-value is among the best-studied
premonitory pattern, reported for decades in observational (e.g.
Rikitake 1975; Aki 1981; Habermann 1981; Mogi 1981; Smith
1981, 1986; Hirata 1989; Imoto 1991; Enescu & Ito 2001) and
modelling/laboratory (e.g. Hanks 1979; Main et al. 1989, 1992;
Gabrielov et al. 2000; Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Zaliapin et al. 2003;
Schorlemmer et al. 2005) studies. The fact that the deviations of the
b-value reported here as artefacts coincide with the premonitory
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b-value changes that are backed up by theoretical and labora-
tory studies emphasizes the need to exercise substantial care
in observational studies focused on spatio-temporal variations
of the magnitude-frequency distribution. Aftershock declustering
should make the b-value estimation more robust, since it elimi-
nates the spatio-temporal regions most affected by the short-term
incompleteness—the spatial vicinities of main shocks during their
immediate aftermath. However, our results in Section 5.4 indicate
that many clustered events might be misidentified as background
events due to location errors. This suggests that short-term incom-
pleteness may well affect b-value estimates in declustered cata-
logues, in particular if the analysis includes small events (m <

3.5 according to our analyses). One should also verify that the de-
clustering itself does not affect the magnitude distribution, as may
be the case for window-based methods that assume that the main
shock is the largest event in the sequence.

7 A NA LY S I S O F A LT E R NAT E
C ATA L O G U E S

In this section, we examine and compare four alternate catalogues
of southern California—the relocated catalogue of Hauksson et al.
(2013) that was studied in detail in the previous sections, the re-
located catalogue of Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000), and two
ANSS (SCSN) subcatalogues (see Section 2 for catalogue descrip-
tions). This analysis has two goals. First, we show in Section 7.1
that the artefacts of location errors and short-term incompleteness
reported in the previous sections are not specific to the HYS cata-
logue. The same artefacts are also seen in the catalogue of Richards-
Dinger & Shearer (2000) and the two ANSS subcatalogues. Next,
we demonstrate how the reported relations between location er-
rors and clustering can be used to order (rank) the four examined
catalogues according to the overall event location accuracy.

Figure 17. Cluster analysis and location artefacts in the relocated catalogue of Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000). (a) The joint density of the rescaled time (T)
and distance (R) to parent as defined in eq. (2). Notice clearly visible bimodal structure that separates cluster (below the diagonal) and background (above the
diagonal) modes. (b) Distribution of the nearest-neighbour distance η. (c) The joint (log10T, log10R) distribution for events with location error below 100 m.
(d) The joint (log10T, log10R) distribution for events with location error above 1 km. Notice the difference of the distributions in panels (c, d) that reflects the
Artefact 1 (increased distance to parent), Artefact 2 (underestimated offspring productivity) and Artefact 3 (overestimated background rate). In panels (a),(c),
and (d) the lowest 20 per cent of the density values are made transparent to better depict the distribution’s support.
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Figure 18. Location error artefacts in the relocated catalogue of Richards-Dinger and Shearer (2000). (a) Artefact 1 (increased distance to parent). Distribution
of the distance to parent for parent–offspring pairs with location error below 100 m (solid blue) and above 1 km (dashed green). The distance increases to
over an order of magnitude (green line is shifted to the right with respect to blue line) when location error increases. The y-axis shows the survival function
S(r) = Prob(Distance > r). (b) Artefacts 2 and 3 (underestimated offspring productivity and overestimated background rate). The proportions of internal cluster
events (close parent and offspring), singles (no close parent, offspring) and background events (no close parent) as a function of horizontal location error.

7.1 Artefacts in the catalogue of Richards-Dinger
and Shearer

Fig. 17 shows the joint distribution of the rescaled time and space
components (T, R) of the earthquake nearest-neighbour distance η

(panel a) and the distribution of the log10η (panel b) in the catalogue
of Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000). We notice a bimodal structure
of the earthquake nearest-neighbour distance, closely resembling
that of Fig. 3 for the catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013). One
apparent difference is a somewhat less prominent separation of
the modes in the catalogue of Richards-Dinger and Shearer, which
might reflect overall improvement of event locations in the HYS
catalogue.

Next, we reproduce in the catalogue of Richards-Dinger and
Shearer (RDS) the three main artefacts studied in Section 5 and
collect the results in Figs 17 and 18. The effect of location error
on the distance to parent (Artefact 1) is illustrated in Figs 17(c,d)
and 18(a). Figs 19(c) and (d) compare the joint distribution of the
rescaled time and space components of the nearest-neighbour earth-
quake distance for events with horizontal errors below 100 m (panel
c) and above 1 km (panel d). Several observations are noteworthy:
(i) The typical distance to parent increases from R ≈ 10−2 to R
≈ 10−1 as the location error increases (from panel c to panel d),
(ii) The proportion of background events (those above the diag-
onal line) increases with error, while the proportion of clustered
events (those below the diagonal line) decreases with error, (iii)
The separation of the background and clustered modes is better for
the low-error events. Fig. 18(a) compares the actual (not rescaled)
distance to parent for events with small and large location errors.
The median distance increases by more than an order of magnitude,
from about 0.2 to 3 km, between the pairs of parents–offspring
with small (<100 m) location errors and those with large (>1 km)
location errors.

Fig. 18(b) illustrates Artefacts 2 and 3—inflated proportion of
background events and singles and deflated proportion of clustered
events in high-error areas. The figure shows the proportion of inter-
val cluster events (green dashed line), singles (solid blue line), and
background events—those with distant parent (black dash–dotted

line) as a function of horizontal location error that increases from
0.01 to 30 km. The proportions of singles and background events
significantly increase (from about 0.25 to 0.8) with the error; while
the proportion of cluster events decreases from 0.3 to zero.

All these observations closely resemble those reported for the
HYS catalogue and support our statement that the discussed arte-
facts are not caused by a particular (re)location method.

7.2 Comparative analysis of four alternate catalogues

Fig. 19 compares the joint distributions of the rescaled time and
distance components (T, R) of the earthquake nearest-neighbour
distance in the four examined catalogues. In each catalogue the
analysis is done for two complementary groups of events: (A) both
event and its parent have magnitude m ≤ 3.5 (panels a, c, e and
g), and (B) event or its parent has magnitude above 3.5 (panels
b, d, f and h). The distributions in group B are fairly similar to
each other in terms of their overall location in the (T, R) plane.
The only noticeable difference is a much higher proportion of back-
ground events in the ANSS-1 catalogue. These two observations
are consistent with our earlier conclusions that (i) the location un-
certainties barely affect the clustering of the parent–offspring pairs
with m > 3.5 (Section 5.2), and (ii) the decreased location qual-
ity leads to increased background rates (Section 5.3). On the other
hand, the distributions in group A show significant differences, in
agreement with our earlier conclusion that events with m < 3.5 are
most severely affected by the location errors (Section 5.2).

Specifically, we observe the following systematic changes as we
move from HYS (panel a) to RDS (panel c) to ANSS-2 (panel e), and
finally to ANSS-1 (panel g): (i) the distribution mode—position of
the most numerous (red) population of events—is shifting towards
higher rescaled times (T) and distances (R) to parent, (ii) the sep-
aration of the clustered (below the diagonal line) and background
(above the diagonal line) modes becomes less prominent and (iii)
the proportion of background events increases, while the propor-
tion of clustered events decreases. These observations are consistent
with the statement that the overall location quality in the examined
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Figure 19. Comparative analysis of the location error effects on earthquake clustering in the four catalogues of southern California (HYS, RDS, ANSS-1 and
ANSS-2). Each panel shows the joint density of the rescaled time (T) and distance (R) to parent as defined in eq. (2). (a, c, e and g) Parent–offspring pairs
with magnitudes of both events below 3.5. (b, d, f and h) Parent–offspring pairs with magnitude of at least one event above 3.5. (a and b) HYS: Catalogue of
Hauksson et al. (2013). (c and d) RDS: Catalogue of Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000). (e and f) ANSS-2: ANSS catalogue during 1981–2013. (g and h)
ANSS-1: ANSS catalogue during 1961–1981. The high-magnitude distributions (panels b, d, f and h) are similar, while the low-magnitude distributions (panels
a, c, e and g) demonstrate systematic shift to higher times T and distances R as we go from HYS to RDS to ANSS-2, to ANSS-1. In each panel, the lowest
20 per cent of density values are made transparent to better depict the distribution’s support.
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Figure 20. Comparative analysis of the distance to parent within the San
Jacinto region in the four catalogues of southern California (HYS, RDS,
ANSS-1 and ANSS-2). Here we only consider parent–offspring pairs with
magnitudes below 3.5. The distance uniformly increases with the decreasing
event location quality in the following catalogue order: HYS (best quality,
shortest distance), RDS, ANSS-2, ANSS-1 (worst quality, longest distance).
The y-axis shows the survival function S(r) = Prob(Distance > r).

catalogues decreases from HYS to RDS to ANSS-2, and to
ANSS-1, which is a reasonable given the used event location tech-
niques. This is supported by Fig. 20 which shows the distribution
of the distance r to parent (in km) for the parent–offspring pairs
with m < 3.5 in the San Jacinto fault zone for the four catalogues.
The distribution uniformly shifts from lower to larger distances
as we go from HYS to RDS to ANSS-2 to ANSS-1. The increase of
the distribution median between each pair of catalogues is about one
third of a magnitude unit; accordingly, the difference between the
median of the best quality catalogue (HYS) and the worst quality
catalogue (ANSS-1) is about an order of magnitude—from 0.2 to
2 km.

Interestingly, the prominent differences in the parent–offspring
distance distribution of the alternate catalogues reported in Figs 19
and 20 do not necessarily lead to significant changes in other cluster
statistics. For example, Fig. 21 shows the proportion of singles in
six individual regions of southern California—San Jacinto, Ventura,
San Bernardino, Mojave, Salton Sea, and Coso—for the four cata-
logues. The proportions change significantly from region to region;
yet remain very consistent among the HYS, RDS and ANSS-2 cata-
logues. However, the ANSS-1 catalogue’s proportions significantly
deviate from these consensus numbers, emphasizing the low quality
of the location information and suggesting that this catalogue should
not be used for cluster analysis of seismicity in southern Califor-
nia. The consistency of the proportions of singles and other cluster
statistics among the alternate catalogues, despite the differences
in distance-to-parent distribution, is consistent with the results of
Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013a) who demonstrated that large (up to
40 per cent) errors in parent identification have only minor effect
on errors in cluster identification (below 10 per cent) in synthetic
ETAS catalogues.

Finally, we examine the effects of short-term incompleteness in
the four alternate catalogues of southern California. Fig. 22 com-
pares the magnitude distributions of events with different rescaled
times-to-parent (panels a, c, e and g). In all examined catalogues
the b-value of close offspring (blue) is visibly lower than that for
distant offspring (red), despite the differences in the completeness

Figure 21. Comparative analysis of the regional proportion of singles in
the four catalogues of southern California (HYS, RDS, ANSS-1 and ANSS-
2). SJ, San Jacinto; SB, San Bernardino. The proportions are very close in
the HYS, RDS and ANSS-2 catalogues, despite significant differences in
their quality and cluster characteristics, see Figs 19 and 20. The proportions
in ANSS-1 catalogue (green line) differ significantly from the consensus
figures, reflecting low quality of this catalogue.

and magnitude resolution among the catalogues. Panels (b), (d),
(f) and (h) show how the average magnitude decreases with time
after parent, which corresponds to gradual increase of the b-value.
In all considered cases, the average magnitude decreases (and the
b-value increases) within the first 10 d after the parent and then
seems to stabilize. It appears that the decrease takes longer in the
ANSS-1 catalogue, although, as discussed above, this low-quality
catalogue is prone to additional artefacts with respect to the other
examined catalogues; hence the observations not confirmed by the
better-quality catalogues probably should be ignored.

The results of this section provide a rough assessment of the
size of fluctuations one might expect as a result of varying location
quality.

8 D I S C U S S I O N

Improvements in seismic network quality and related development
of earthquake relocation techniques during the last decades led to
availability of high-quality regional catalogues with unprecedented
detail on recorded seismicity. Examples include the catalogues of
Hauksson et al. (2012) and Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000) for
southern California, Seeber et al. (2000) for North Anatolian fault
in Turkey, Thurber et al. (2006) for Parkfield area in northern Cal-
ifornia and Waldhauser & Shaff (2008) for northern California.
These catalogues allow the community to address problems that are
new in scope and more detailed compared to those solved using
the routine global catalogues like NEIC PDE (PDE 2015) or ISC
(ISC 1995). Such new problems include the existence, structure
and dynamics of small-to-medium magnitude clusters (including
but not limited to the foreshock/aftershocks sequences and swarms)
with relation to heat flow, non-volcanic tremors, slow earthquakes,
seismic cycle, and extraterrestrial loadings, as well as dynamics of
induced seismicity and discriminating between tectonic and human-
induced earthquakes. However, the ability of probing the Earth at
fine spatio-temporal scales and addressing important physical and
socio-economic problems involves using small events. This requires
dealing with a number of catalogue uncertainties and related statis-
tical pitfalls. In the new reality of working with groups of events
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Figure 22. Comparative analysis of the short-term incompleteness effect on earthquake magnitude distribution in the four catalogues of southern California.
(a, c, e and g) The tail of the magnitude distribution (survival function) for two group of events depending on the rescaled time to parent: T < 10−6 (blue) or
T > 10−6 (red). The b-value is visibly lower for the close offspring (blue), in all examined catalogues. (b, d, f and h) The average magnitude (a reciprocal proxy
for the b-value) decreases with time after the parent. Solid blue line—offspring of parents with magnitude 4 < m < 6. Dashed green line—offspring of parents
with magnitude 2 ≤ m < 4. Most visible decrease happens within the first 10 d after the parent. Dashed black line shows the average catalogue magnitude. (a
and b) HYS: Catalogue of Hauksson et al. (2013). (c and d) RDS: Catalogue of Richards-Dinger & Shearer (2000). (e and f) ANSS-2: ANSS catalogue during
1981–2013. (g and h) ANSS-1: ANSS catalogue during 1961–1981.
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that are small both in size and number, statistical uncertainties may
(and do) significantly bias the results and spoil their interpretations.

In this study, we document and quantify effects of basic cata-
logue imprecision on essential earthquake cluster statistics. Specif-
ically, we demonstrate that two types of well-known catalogue
uncertainties—location errors and short-term incompleteness—
affect estimation of earthquake background rates, triggering pro-
ductivity (Section 5.2), and b-value (Section 6.1). Related artefacts
may include biased estimations of foreshock and aftershock spatial
decay rates and detecting apparent magnitude dependencies. We
show that the reported artefacts are robustly observed in several
alternative catalogues of southern California, with and without re-
location (Section 7), and hence are not caused by a particular event
location procedure. We also present evidence that the existence of
the reported artefacts should be independent of a particular cluster
technique (as long as the technique is based on parent–offspring
assignment); although their magnitude may vary across alternative
techniques, which is an interesting topic for a further study.

Our main observations can be summarized as follows. The seis-
micity of southern California is partitioned into a cascade of clusters
at different spatial, temporal and energy scales, from the rare yet eye-
catching aftershock sequences of the largest regional events (e.g.
Kern-County of 1952; Landers of 1992 or El-Mayor Cucapah of
2010, etc.) to tiny yet numerous groups of small-magnitude events
whose number keeps increasing with the observation precision. In
addition, there is background seismicity that consists of statistically
unrelated events in the entire seismogenic volume. The small clus-
ters have rather fine structure, with events occurring at distances
comparable or below the event location precision, and magnitudes
below the average completeness regional values. Accordingly, the
estimated structure of such clusters is easily perturbed by the exist-
ing catalogue errors, which results in many events ‘losing’ their true
clusters. Since the spatio-temporal volume occupied by clusters is
but a small fraction of the total seismogenic volume, most of the
lost events are misidentified as a part of the background seismicity.
This leads to overestimated background rates and underestimated
clustering—measured by the probability of having a close parent
or offspring (Fig. 11), proportion of singles and internal cluster
events (Figs 12 and 18b), number of offspring per event (Fig. 13),
or any other suitable measure. In addition, the estimated distance
to the parent is generally increases with increasing location error
(Figs 9, 10, 17 and 18b), which reflects the fact that we are losing the
fine cluster structure and replacing it with artificial long-distance
connections that correspond to blurred clusters.

In addition to errors of reconstructing cluster structure, there are
effects of short-term incompleteness, which are prominently seen
for up to 10 d after a parent of any magnitude (Figs 15, 16 and 22).
The incompleteness, which affects small-magnitude events more
than large-magnitude ones, deflates estimation of the b-value and
hence can be confused with magnitude dependence—change of
the magnitude distribution before and after a particular event or in
relation to a specific groups of events (e.g. cluster vs. background).
We also note that the reported incompleteness has rather long time
duration of about 10 d (Fig. 22)—longer than that expected from
the known instrumental deficiencies. Understanding the reason for
this effect requires further focused study.

In this study, we focused on cluster statistics related to identifi-
cation of the parent–offspring pairs (distance-to-parent, number of
offspring per event, etc.), as opposed to general cluster statistics
that refer to whole aftershock/foreshock series and other clusters
that consist of events of multiple generations (offspring of off-
spring). Zaliapin & Ben-Zion (2013b) demonstrated that relatively

large errors in individual parent–offspring identification (that can
be as high as 40 per cent in the ETAS catalogues examined in
that study) in general do not propagate to the global cluster statis-
tics (that stay consistently below 10 per cent). This explains the
consistency of general cluster statistics (e.g. proportion of singles,
Fig. 21) among alternative catalogues, despite significant differ-
ences of the respective parent–offspring statistics (Figs 19 and 20).
These observations suggest that considering general regional cluster
statistics may somewhat reduce the effects of catalogue uncertain-
ties, although further research is needed in order to make specific
practical recommendations. Another avenue of overcoming the re-
ported artefacts is to look for multiple possible parents for each
event, which will lead to a more detailed, and hopefully more ro-
bust, description of the earthquake-to-earthquake connections. This
approach is currently under investigation.

Our results suggest that the reported artefacts mostly affect events
with magnitudes m < 3.5. This is primarily related to the fact
that the location errors for these events are comparable or larger
than their rupture length, as well as the rupture length of their
parents (Fig. 14). This observation provides strong evidence that
the artefacts studied here are not related to our particular method
of identifying offspring–parents and should affect any alternative
cluster analysis.
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